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"The Gift 
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Chaga
Inonotus Obliquus
Chaga which is neither plant nor animal, is a wood-rotting mushroom that grows on birch trees.
Strangely, it is said to have a DNA structure that is 30% more human than plant! Birch trees take 15-20 years to reach maturity.
During that time, the Chaga mushroom absorbs and concentrates many valuable enzymes, nutrients and healing compounds that are bioavailable to the human body…

READ MORE
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Chaga 
The King of all Herbs
Natural Remedies and Superfoods are words hot on everyone’s tongue these days, but right about now, you can’t use these buzz words without mentioning Chaga on the first place of the chain.
It’s known as the “King of all Herbs” and after seeing it’s jaw-dropping antioxidant value, there’s no doubt why…

READ MORE


INSTANTLY SOLUBLE! ULTIMATE SUPER EXTRACT
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CHROMOGENIC COMPLEX: 60%
POLYSACCHARIDE: 35%
BETA-GLUCAN: >33%
HIGHEST AVAILABLE
QUALITY ON EARTH!
WHERE TO BUY?


So Many
Benefits
READ MORE
01


It’s adaptogenic – brings the body into homeostasis and is beneficial for all autoimmune diseases by regulating the immune system.

02


The richest source of the enzyme SOD (superoxide dismutase).

03


This super antioxidant prevents damage to the cell’s DNA.

04


Low tissue levels of SOD correlate with a decline in overall health and a shorter lifespan.

05


Contains an abundance of melanin, an important anti-aging compound that helps skin, balances the body’s bio-rhythms and activates the pineal gland.

06


Rich in Zinc - which helps with proper cell growth, differentiation and survival.

07


Contains the highest known antioxidant concentrations of any food.

08


Boosts energy levels & physical stamina.
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Thus I can guarantee that my instant soluble Ultimate-Super-Extract of pure wild harvested Chaga, Reishi and Mumijo is the most effective and highest quality available on the Planet.
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“The King of Herbs", the highest quality of Chaga & Mumijo produce available on the Planet."
Chief Dancing Thunder

Native-American Indian
Tribal Chief and Medicine Man
USA / Europe
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“I am working with Bear’s unique quality of Chaga and getting the best results!"
Bulgan Windhorse

Traditional Mongolian
Shaman and Healer
Mongolia / Europe
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“Truly the Holy Grail of natural remedies! I use "The King of Herbs" to help clients opening their deeper layers, with amazing results!".
Luc Vanwelden

Holistic Health Practitioner
Belgium






	For 30 years I have practiced as a naturopath and psychotherapist in private practice. I was alerted to the Chaga-Mumijo Extract by Bearmedicine a few weeks ago by a friendly therapist. For several years, I had an autoimmune disease that was symptom-free for a long time and broke out in January this year. In addition to severe bronchitis with severe sputum and shortness of breath, granulomas were again formed in various parts of the body and the lungs…
READ MOREMaike H. (Naturopath)


Client's
Feedback




	My personal experience with the mushroom is that I always feel where it is working, because sometimes it hurts, but in a few days it will pass. Be lightly drowsy after the first day, more clarity and more energy develops and I have more power available. What I find particularly impressive is what happens outside: New networks*) with people for good connections that serve each other. Stressful connections dissolve and within the family there were clarifications. My spiritual work is even easier…
READ MOREIlona A. (Naturopath)


Client's
Feedback




	… from a stressed dog and continuous barking to relax and not barked for 3 hours, thanks to the white pomander of aura Soma! Thanks Sofie!! And Thanks to Chaga Bear Medicine/Bear Alf Saorin all skin ailments and a ball right at the back, disappeared completely after 6 weeks. So happy for Sparko…
READ MOREGriet G.
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Become
Partner

⚈


You are a Naturopath, health practitioner or herbal store a/o

⚈


You are a conscious awakened human being looking for a new meaningful task…

⚈


You like to be active in the field of energy work and natural medicine…

⚈


You participate in green-markets a/o festivals a/o

⚈


You like to recommend outstanding products to family and friends…

⚈


You are open hearted and love the contact with people...

Please get in touch with me. I am interested in cooperations for Bearmedicine Consultants and Representatives all around the world.
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Donates 3 MEALS for each of your purchase to the BODHICITTA FOUNDATION where Ayya Yeshe and her team are providing shelter, meals and education to homeless Children and Women in the poorest regions of India.
Want to make a difference?
DONATE MORE








FIND US ON FACEBOOK & INSTAGRAM | FOLLOW US ON YOUTUBE


Privacy Policy (GDPR)Legal Disclaimer & Imprint© Copyright 2022 The King of Herbs


Crafted with ❤ by Tragio
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